OREGON SCHOOL ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION
Volleyball SRI Bulletin #3 / September 18, 2018
Uniform Issues
Thank you to everyone who has worked hard to correct uniform violations. Remember these rules are for
Varsity teams only. If you still believe a team does not have a legal solid jersey please have their coach
and/or Athletic Director contact K.T. Emerson at the OSAA. kte@osaa.org
Are they Contrasting Colors?
If there is an issue with contrasting colors between any libero jersey and team jersey use this simple
method to check their legality. Take a black and white photo and if you cannot tell the difference
between the jerseys they violate the contrast rule.
Update on Protective Sleeves from NFHS
If the libero or solid-colored uniform player(s) is wearing a protective sleeve it should be in alignment with
the sleeve requirement of 4-2-2b and it must be the same color as the uniform top. Additionally, if the
non-solid colored player is wearing the arm sleeve it cannot be the same color as the solid color jersey.
Zooom Videos
All officials should have access to Zooom for training videos I’ve put together. If you do not, please let me
know. Today I “shared” a video on Signals. This is a great training tool for new officials but a really good
resource for veteran officials to use to brush on their signals & mechanics. There will be another coming
soon on Line Judges but you should also be able to see any of the following:
Rule 9-6-4 Blocking
Rule 9-5-7 & 9-5-8 Center Line
Rule 9-6-5 Blocking a serve

Substitution Mechanics
Time Out Procedures and Protocols
Ball Handling (2017 Simple Version)
Deciding Set Protocol

Coaches, I’m always looking for more video clips. If you have a HUDL account would you consider adding
me as a Coach so I can view your film? You would have final approval on all clips used for training
distribution before sharing.
OSAA Sportsmanship Reminder
Officials, are you watching for great displays of sportsmanship when you go out to officiate? Please
remember to nominate your local schools on any great displays of sportsmanship you witness at a match
or tournament. Let’s reward outstanding sportsmanship!!!
http://www.osaa.org/officials
Thank you and best of luck on the rest of your season.
Debi Hanson
OSAA Volleyball State Rules Interpreter
gpvoa.commish@me.com
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